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Nick Troccoli                          Final Exam 
CS 106A                  August 18, 2017 

CS 106A Final Exam – Question Booklet 
 

 
This is an open-textbook, closed-note exam.  You may refer to the Art & Science of Java textbook, 
but you may not use any printed paper resources or computing devices of any kind, including 
calculators, laptops, cell phones, or other devices.  A “Syntax Reference Sheet” of common 
commands can be found at the end of this booklet. 
 
Unless otherwise indicated, you will be graded on functionality only – but good style helps graders 
understand what you were attempting.  Remember that you must write the solution to a 
problem in that problem’s provided answer pages in the answer booklet.  Answers to a 
problem outside of its designated answer pages in the answer booklet, or written in this 
booklet, will receive no credit.  You do not need to write any import statements.  Unless otherwise 
specified, you may write helper methods to implement required behavior if you like.   Do not 
abbreviate code; you must write out all code that is part of your answer.  If you want to utilize 
code found in the textbook, you may cite the page number and code sample without rewriting it.  
Note whether a question requires you to write a complete Java program, or just individual methods. 
 
You have 3 hours to complete this exam.  We recommend looking over all problems before 
starting.  Remember that you do not have to complete problems in order. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Adventures of 
Karel, Space Explorer 
* Karel the Robot is not actually on the final exam.  DO NOT write any Karel code on this exam! 
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Chapter 1: Designing a spaceship [35 points] 
In order for Karel to embark on its journey across the universe, it needs to design and create a 
spaceship!  Help Karel by implementing the following class and method as described below. 
 
Part 1 [25 points]	
Write a class called Spaceship that models some characteristics of a Spaceship.  Specifically, a 
Spaceship keeps track of the amount of food on board (in pounds), a list of names of visited 
planets (in order of visit), and the name of each crew member on board, as well as how much food 
(in pounds) each crew member consumes each day.  Note that you should store the crew members 
and their food consumption in a HashMap; not doing so will result in a substantial deduction. 
 
You create a Spaceship by specifying the amount of food initially on board, like so: 
 

 Spaceship myShip = new Spaceship(50);    // 50 pounds of food initially 
 

A Spaceship should have the following public methods: 
/** Boards a crew member with the given food intake.  This crew member will  
 now consume food during trips. */ 
 public void board(String crewMemberName, int foodPerDay); 
 
/** Unboards a crew member with the given name from the ship.  This crew  
    member is no longer on the ship and no longer consumes food. */ 
 public void unboard(String crewMemberName); 
 
/** Returns a String of visited planets, in order of visit.  The string    
    should be formatted like “[Earth, Mars, Venus]” */ 
 public String getPlanetsVisited(); 
 
/** Attempts to fly to a planet, which takes the given number of days. */ 
 public boolean flyTo(String planetName, int daysRequired); 

 
The most involved public method is flyTo.  This method should do the following: 
 

- It should first calculate if there is enough food on board to feed all crew members for 
the number of days required to get to this planet. 

- If there is enough food, it should update the amount of food onboard to reflect that the 
ship has traveled to this planet, and it should add this planet to its list of visited planets.  
The method should also return true to indicate the trip was successful. 

- If there is not enough food, then the method should return false to indicate the trip 
failed.  It should not modify either the onboard food or the list of visited planets. 

 
As an example, let’s say on myShip we have onboard Nolan, who consumes 3 pounds of food 
daily, and Nick, who consumes 4 pounds of food daily. myShip.flyTo(“Venus”, 7) should 
return true because Nick and Nolan consume 7 pounds of food per day in total, which over 7 
days is 7*7=49 pounds of food (and our ship has 50).  We should therefore add “Venus” to our 
list of visited planets, and set the food onboard to now be 50-49=1. 
 
On the other hand, myShip.flyTo(“Mars”, 10) should return false because we require 
7*10=70 pounds of food to get to Mars, but our ship only has 50.  We should not add “Mars” to 
our list of visited planets, nor change our onboard food. 
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Part 2 [10 points]	
Now that we have designed a Spaceship, it’s time to put it to use!  Write a method called 
visitablePlanets that returns a list of planet names that we could visit given a certain amount 
of food.  Specifically, the method accepts three parameters: the amount of food our spaceship starts 
with (int), a map of names of crewmembers to the amount of food they each consume daily, and 
a map from planet names we want to visit to the number of travel days required to visit that planet. 
 
You should first create a new Spaceship with the given amount of food.  Then, you should use 
the public methods of Spaceship to board all crew members and attempt to travel to the planets 
in the provided planet map.  When iterating over the planet map’s keys, you should assume that 
the keys (planet names) are in the order in which you want to travel to the planets.  You should 
return the list of planets that the Spaceship can travel to given the amount of food it starts with. 
 
For example, if the parameters had the values 
    startingFood = 50, 
    crewMap = {Rishi=2, Guy=2, Aleksander=3}, 
    planetMap = {Venus=2, Mars=3, Saturn=10} 
 
then visitablePlanets should return “[Venus, Mars]” because we have enough food to 
get to Venus (7*2 = 14 pounds required) and then Mars (another 7*3 = 21 pounds required) but 
not Saturn after that (we have only 50-14-21=15 pounds remaining, but need 7*10=70). 
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Chapter 2: alien communications [25 points] 
After embarking on its space journey, Karel suddenly receives some cryptic communication from 
alien lifeforms.  It seems, not having taken CS 106A, these aliens have sent Karel poorly-written 
Java code and a series of questions about Java!  Karel immediately enlists your help to decipher 
and answer the questions in each of the parts below. 
	
Part 1 [5 points each, 15 points total]	
Write the output produced when the following method is passed each of the inputs listed below.  
It does not matter what order the key/value pairs appear in your answer, so long as you have the 
right overall set of key/value pairs.  You may assume when you iterate over the map, it is iterated 
over in the same order the key/value pairs are listed below. 
 

 private void collectionMystery(HashMap<String, String> map,  
                               ArrayList<String> list) { 
 
 HashMap<String, String> map2 = new HashMap<>(); 
 for (String key : map.keySet()){ 
  boolean b = false;  
  for (String str : list){ 
   if (map.get(key).equals(str)){ 
    b = true; 
   } 
  } 
  if (b) { 
   map2.put(map.get(key), key); 
  } 
 } 
 println(map2); 
} 

 

 
a) map = {cow=moo, pig=oink, dog=bark, alien=boop}, 

list = [moo, woof, meow, boop] 
b) map = {dog=daisy, woof=daisy, karel=robot, space=robot}, 

list = [daisy, robot, explorer] 
c) map = {cat=meow, sheep=ba, lamb=ba, kitten=meow}, 

list = [meow] 
 
Part 2 [5 points each, 10 points total] 
Write your answers to the questions below in your answer booklet – DO NOT WRITE HERE! 
 

1) Give an example of where inheritance is useful in programming, and explain why it is 
useful in this example. 

2) Explain why, when we pass primitives as parameters to a method and change them in that 
method, the changes do not persist outside of that method, but when we pass objects as 
parameters and change their properties, the changes do persist outside of that method.   
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Chapter 3: decoding messages [25 points]	 
The aliens now decide to send Karel messages as arrays of 0s and 1s (ints), which Karel has to 
decode into its original text form.  Help Karel by implementing the following methods below.  You 
may assume that the message digits are either 0 or 1. 
 

Constraints: for this problem, you may not create any new data structures (maps, lists, arrays). 
 
Part 1 [15 points]	
The sent messages sometimes get corrupted when transmitted through space.  Write a method 
named correctMessage that takes an int array of any length as a parameter representing a 
message, and flips its digits as needed to correct it (this method does not return anything). 
 
To correct a message, you must ensure that there are no sequences of more than three of the same 
digit in a row.  For instance, [1, 1, 0] is a valid message, but [0, 1, 1, 1, 1] is corrupted 
because there are four 1s in a row.  You should go through the message from left to right and, 
whenever you see a sequence of more than three of the same digit in a row, flip the fourth digit 
(e.g. 0 -> 1 or 1 -> 0) to make it so that there are only three in a row.   
 
For example, for the message [0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0], you should flip the 5th digit from a 1 to a 
0, and the corrected message would be [0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0].  Similarly, if you receive the 
message [1, 1, 1, 1, 1], you should flip only the 4th digit (not the 5th) from a 1 to a 0, and 
the corrected message would be [1, 1, 1, 0, 1]. 
 
You should go from left to right, and if a flipped digit causes another sequence of more than three 
of the same digit, you should correct that too.  For instance, for the message [1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 
0, 0, 1], working from left to right we should first flip the 4th digit from a 1 to a 0 to get [1, 
1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1].  Then, we get to the 7th digit and see that this causes four 0s in a row, 
so we flip it from a 0 to a 1 to get [1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1].  We get to the end without 
finding additional sequences of more than three of the same digit, so we are done. 
 
 
Part 2 [10 points]	
Now write a method named decodeMessage that decodes a corrected message into text.  The 
method accepts three parameters: the int array of any length representing a corrected message, 
an int digitsPerChar representing the number of digits that correspond to a single character, 
and a map from String to Character mapping digit sequences to characters. 
 
To decode a message, break the message into digitsPerChar–size chunks and convert each 
chunk to a character.  To do this, look up each chunk (in String form; e.g. 0, 1, 0, 1 is “0101”) in 
the given map which maps digit sequences to single characters.  You may assume that every 
sequence of digits is in the map, and that the number of digits is divisible by digitsPerChar.  
Your method should return the fully-decoded message as a string. 
 
For example, for the message [0, 1, 1, 1], digitsPerChar=2, and the map {01=a, 11=b}, 
the first chunk of 2, the string “01”, corresponds to ‘a’ in the map.  The second chunk of 2, the 
string “11”, corresponds to ‘b’ in the map.  Our method would therefore return the string “ab”. 
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Chapter 4: analyzing alien dna [25 points] 
After decoding the alien messages, Karel managed to successfully navigate to the aliens’ home 
planet.  Of course, being an avid scientist, Karel wasted no time taking an alien DNA sample to 
analyze.  Alien DNA, which is made up of “bases” (the letters B, O, R, K), can easily be 
represented as a String.  For instance, the string “KRBOORBOKRB” is a valid string of alien DNA.  
A k-mer is a k-length substring of bases in that DNA.  For instance, here are all the 3-mers in this 
sequence: 
 
“KRBOORBOKRB” 
------------- 
 KRB 
  RBO 
   BOO 
    OOR 
     ORB 
      RBO 
       BOK 
        OKR 
         KRB 
 
Conversely, in this example, “BBB” is not a 3-mer because it is not a substring of this DNA 
sequence.  An example of a 4-mer in this string is “BOKR”. 
 
Write a method named mostFrequentKmer that returns the k-mer found most often in a given 
strand of alien DNA. The method accepts two parameters: the DNA string, and the value of k (an 
int).  As an example, if we are given the DNA string “BOBOK” and k=2, then the 2-mer found 
most often is the string “BO” because it appears twice, while other 2-mers (“OB”, “OK”) appear 
only once.  If there is a tie for the k-mer found most often, you may return any one of the most 
frequent k-mers. 
 
Constraints: you may create no more than 1 additional data structure (map, list, array). 
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Chapter 5: space rocks! [25 points] 
While on this alien planet, Karel figures it’s also good to collect samples of space rocks.  Help 
Karel by writing a complete graphical program named SpaceRocks to help organize and discard 
space rock samples.  When writing this program, you should make use of the following provided 
constants (you do not need to define these in your answer): 
 
private static final int NUM_ROCKS = 8;      // number of space rocks to display 
private static final int ROCK_DIAMETER = 80; // width/height of a space rock 
private static final int ROCK_SPACING = 20; // pixels between each space rock    
 
When you start the program, the canvas should display the space rocks as GOvals with random 
colors (note that these colors are displayed in grayscale here).  The rocks should be positioned 
starting at the left of the canvas - (0, 0).  You do not need to worry about setting the canvas size. 
 

 
 

If the user clicks on one space rock, followed by another space rock, those two space rocks should 
swap positions in the row of rocks.  For instance, if the user clicks on the first (darkest) rock, 
followed by the last (lightest) rock, they would swap and the display would look like so:  
 

 
 

If the user clicks on one space rock, and again on the same space rock, that rock should be 
removed, and all rocks to its right should shift to the left so that the rocks are still correctly 
padded.  For instance, if the user clicks twice on the 4th rock from the left (dark), you should remove 
that rock and shift to the left the three rocks to its right to fill the empty space, like so: 
 

 
 

You may assume that the user will only click on the rocks (and not any blank spaces). 
 
Hint: to make the program simpler, we recommend writing a method like repositionRocks 
that updates the position of all rocks still present. 
 
Constraints: you may create no more than 1 additional data structure (map, list, array).  You 
also may not change the color of any rocks after they are initialized to a random color. 
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Chapter 6: images of outer space [45 points] 
Along its journey through the universe, Karel has captured pictures of various artifacts.  One 
common image algorithm to extract information about these images is called edge detection.  Edge 
detection makes an image of the same size as an original, where pixels along edges within the 
image are colored white, and all others are colored black.  For instance, running the edge detection 
algorithm on the image on the left would produce the image on the right: 

 
Part 1 [30 points]	
Write a method named detectEdges that takes as a parameter a source GImage (sized at least 
1x1 pixels) and returns a new GImage of the same size that displays the edges within that image. 
The general idea behind the edge detection algorithm is that we consider a pixel part of an “edge” 
if it differs significantly from its neighbors.  The way we calculate this is similar to how you 
implemented blur for the ImageShop assignment.  For a given pixel (r, c) located at row r and 
column c in the source image, we calculate the average luminosity (rounded down to the nearest 
integer) of the pixels at locations (r-1, c-1) through (r+1, c+1), not including (r, c).  For example, 
in the diagram below, for the pixel (row 1, column 2), you would calculate the average luminosity 
of the eight pixels (0, 1), (0, 2), (0, 3), (1, 1), (1, 3), (2, 1), (2, 2), and (2, 3). 

 
Note that if a pixel is near the sides of the image, it may have fewer neighbors.  Once you have the 
average neighbor luminosity, you subtract it from that pixel’s own luminosity, and take the 
absolute value to ensure the difference is positive.  This code would look something like: 
int luminosityDifference = Math.abs(ownLuminosity – neighborAvgLuminosity); 

 
If this difference is greater than the provided constant THRESHOLD (you do not have to define 
this constant), then this pixel should be white (r=255 ,g=255, b=255) in the new image.  Otherwise, 
it should be black (r=0 ,g=0, b=0).  You may assume the method computeLuminosity(int r, 
int g, int b), which returns the luminosity for the given RGB values, has been written for 
you (you do not have to write it). 
Constraints: You may not create any new data structures except for at most one 2D array. (Asking 
for the pixel array of an existing image does not count; writing 'new' is what counts.)  

Source image Edge Detection output image 
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Part 2 [15 points]	
Write a complete graphical program named EdgeDetector that implements a graphical user 
interface for loading and displaying an image, and running edge detection on that image.  When 
you start the program, the user interface has a blank central canvas and a bottom region with the 
following graphical components: a label displaying the text “Filename: ”, a text field of width 16 
for the user to input a filename, a “Load Image” button, and a “Detect Edges” button. 

 
When the user enters a filename (e.g. “res/saturn.jpg”) and clicks the “Load Image” button 
or presses ENTER in the text field, that image should be added to the canvas with its upper-left 
corner at (0, 0).  When the user clicks the “Detect Edges” button, you should call detectEdges 
on the loaded-in image and display the output immediately to the right of the original image. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You may assume that the entered filename is valid, and do not have to worry about edge cases 
such as the user clicking “Load Image” multiple times, “Detect Image” multiple times, or the user 
clicking “Detect Image” without first loading an image.  You also do not need to worry about 
setting the canvas size. 

After typing “res/saturn.jpg” and clicking “Load Image” (or hitting ENTER) 

 

After clicking “Detect Edges” 
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***	CS	106A	FINAL	EXAM	SYNTAX	REFERENCE	***	

Math	(A&S	5.1)	
  double d = Math.pow(2, 5);  // 32.0 

Math.abs(n),  Math.ceil(n),  Math.floor(n),  Math.log(n),  Math.log10(n),  
Math.max(a, b),Math.min(a, b),  Math.pow(b, e),  Math.round(n),  Math.sqrt(n), 
Math.sin(r), Math.cos(r), Math.tan(r),  Math.toDegrees(r),  Math.toRadians(d) 

	

RandomGenerator	(A&S	6.1)	
  RandomGenerator rg = RandomGenerator.getInstance(); 

rg.nextBoolean() 
rg.nextBoolean(probability) 

returns a random true/false result; 
pass an optional probability from 0.0 - 1.0, or default to 0.5 

rg.nextColor() a randomly chosen Color object 
rg.nextDouble(min, max) returns a random real number between min and max, inclusive 
rg.nextInt(min, max) returns a random integer between min and max, inclusive 

	

String	(A&S	Ch.	8)	
  String s = "hello"; 

s.charAt(i) the character in this String at a given index 
s.contains(str) true if  this String contains the other's characters inside it 
s.endsWith(str) true if  this String ends with the other's characters 
s.equals(str) true if  this String is the same as str 
s.equalsIgnoreCase(str) true if  this String is the same as str, ignoring capitalization 
s.indexOf(str) first index in this String where given String begins (-1 if  not found) 
s.lastIndexOf(str) last index in this String where given String begins (-1 if  not found) 
s.length() number of  characters in this String 
s.replace(s1, s2) a new string with all occurrences of  s1 changed to s2 
s.startsWith(str) true if  this String begins with the other's characters 
s.substring(i, j) characters in this String from index i (inclusive) to j (exclusive) 
s.toLowerCase() 
s.toUpperCase() 

a new String with all lowercase or uppercase letters 
	

Character/char	(A&S	Ch.	8)	
  char c = Character.toUpperCase(s.charAt(i)); 

	

Scanner	
  Scanner input = new Scanner(new File("filename"));   // scan an input file 
  Scanner tokens = new Scanner(string);                // scan a string 
	

sc.next(),       sc.nextLine()  read/return the next token (word) or entire line of  input as a string 
sc.nextInt(),    sc.nextDouble()  read/return the next token of  input as an int or double 
sc.hasNext(),    sc.hasNextLine(), 
sc.hasNextInt(), sc.hasNextDouble() 

ask about whether a next token/line exists, or 
 what type it is, without reading it 

sc.close()  closes the scanner 
Program,	ConsoleProgram,	GraphicsProgram	
  public class Name extends ProgramType { ... } 

init() executes before window appears; use to set up graphical components 
run() executes after window appears; use for animation loops, file loading, etc. 

ConsoleProgram	
  public class Name extends ConsoleProgram { ... } 

readInt("prompt"), 
readDouble("prompt") 

 Prompts/reprompts for a valid int or double, and returns it 

readLine("prompt"); Prompts/reprompts for a valid String, and returns it 

Character.isDigit(ch), .isLetter(ch),    
  .isLowerCase(ch), .isUpperCase(ch),    
  .isWhitespace(ch) 

methods that accept a char and return boolean values of  
true or false to indicate whether the character is of  the 
given type 

Character.toLowerCase(ch),  
.toUpperCase(ch) 

accepts a character and returns lower/uppercase version of  
it 
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readBoolean("prompt", 
"yesString", "noString"); 

Prompts/reprompts for either yesString or noString (case-insensitive).  
Returns true if  they enter yesString, false if  they enter noString. 

promptUserForFile("prompt", 
"directory"); 

Prompts for a filename, re-prompting until input is a file that exists in the 
given directory.  Returns the full file path (“directory/filename”). 

println("text"); Prints the given text to the console, followed by a newline (‘\n’). 
print("text"); Prints the given text to the console. 

	

GraphicsProgram	
  public class Name extends GraphicsProgram { ... } 

add(shape);  displays the given graphical shape/object in the window 
add(shape, x, y);  displays the given graphical shape/object in the window at x, y 
getElementAt(x, y)  returns graphical object at the given x/y position, if  any  (else null) 
getHeight(), getWidth()  the height and width of  the graphical window, in pixels 
pause(ms);  halts for the given # of  milliseconds 
remove(shape);  removes the graphical shape/object from window so it will not be seen 
setCanvasSize(w, h);  sets canvas’s onscreen size 
setBackground(color);  sets canvas background color 

	

Graphical	Objects	(A&S	Ch.	9)	
  GRect rect = new GRect(10, 20, 50, 70); 
	

new GLabel("text", x, y)  text with bottom-left (baseline) at (x, y) Note: x, y are optional 
new GLine(x1, y1, x2, y2)  line between points (x1, y1), (x2, y2) 
new GOval(x, y, w, h)  largest oval that fits in a box of#size w * h with top-left at (x, y) 

Note: x, y are optional 
new GRect(x, y, w, h)  rectangle of  size w * h with top-left at (x, y) Note: x, y are optional 
obj.getColor(), obj.getFillColor()  returns the color used to color the shape outline or interior 
obj.getX(),     obj.getY(), 
obj.getWidth(), obj.getHeight() 

 returns the left x, top y coordinates, width, and height of  the shape 

obj.move(dx, dy);  adjusts location by the given amount 
obj.setBackground(Color);  sets overall window's background color 
obj.setFilled(boolean);  whether to fill the shape with color 
obj.setFillColor(Color);  what color to fill the shape with 
obj.setColor(Color);  what color to outline the shape with 
obj.setLocation(x, y);  change the object's x/y position 
obj.setSize(w, h);  change the objects width*height size 
new GImage("filename", x, y)  image from the given file, drawn at (x, y) Note: x,y are optional 
new GImage(pixelArray)  image from the given 2D array of  int pixels 
gimage.getPixelArray(), 
setPixelArray(a) 

 return/set 2D array of  ints representing pixels of  the image 

GImage.getRed(px), getGreen(px), 
getBlue(px) 

 returns the individual red/green/blue components of  a given int 
pixel 

GImage.createRGBPixel(r, g, b)  creates and returns an int pixel with the given r/g/b values 
GImage.createRGBPixel(r, g, b, a)  creates and returns an int pixel with the given r/g/b/alpha values 

	

Colors	
  rect.setColor(Color.BLUE); 
	

Color.BLACK, BLUE, CYAN, GRAY, GREEN, MAGENTA, ORANGE, PINK, RED, WHITE, YELLOW 
Color name = new Color(r, g, b);     // red, green, blue from 0-255 
	

Mouse	Events	(A&S	Ch.	10)	
  public void eventMethodName(MouseEvent event) { ... 
      events: mouseMoved, mouseDragged, mousePressed, mouseReleased, mouseClicked, mouseEntered, mouseExited 
	

e.getX(),   e.getY()  the x or y-coordinate of  mouse cursor in the window 
	

Array	(A&S	Ch.	11)	
  int[] arr = new int[5];  int[][] pixels = new int[5][2]; 
	

new type[length] creates a new 1D array of  the given type and length 
new type[rows][cols] creates a new 2D array of  the given type and number of  rows and cols 
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arr[i], arr[i][j], ...  returns the element at index i, index (i,j), etc. 
arr.length  returns the length of  the array 
Arrays.toString(arr)  returns a string representing the array, such as “[10, 30, -25, 17]” 
Arrays.sort(arr)  sorts the elements in place (no return value) 
Arrays.equals(arr1, arr2)  returns true if  the arrays contain the same elements in the same order 
Arrays.fill(arr, value)  sets every element to the given value 
Arrays.deepToString(arr)  returns a string representing the multidimensional array, such as  

 “[[0, 1, 2], [1, 2, 3], [2, 3, 4]]” 
Arrays.deepEquals(arr1, arr2)  returns true if  the multidimensional arrays contain the same elements in 

the same order. 
	

ArrayList	(11.8)	 HashMap	(13.2)	
  ArrayList<Integer> list = new ArrayList<>();      HashMap<String, Double> map = new HashMap<>(); 

L.add(value); 
L.add(index, val); 

append to end of  list; or 
insert at index, shifting 
right 

 M.put(key, 
value); 

adds a pair between the given 
key and value, replacing any old 
pair for that key 

L.clear(); removes all elements  M.clear(); removes all elements 
L.contains(value) true if  value is in the 

list 
 M.containsKey(k

ey) 
returns true if  the given key is a 
key of  a pair in this map 

L.equals(L2) true if  same elements  M.equals(map2) true if  same key/value pairs 
L.get(index) returns value at given 

index 
 M.get(key) returns value paired with key, or 

null 
L.indexOf(value) 
L.lastIndexOf(val) 

first/last index where 
given value is found (or  
-1 if  not found) 

 M.keySet() a collection of  all keys in the 
map 

L.isEmpty() true if  the list has no 
elements 

 M.isEmpty() true if  the map contains no 
pairs 

L.remove(index); removes value at given 
index, shifting 
subsequent values left 

 M.remove(key); removes pair for the given key, if  
there is one; does nothing if  not 

L.remove(val); removes first occurrence 
of  value 

   

L.set(index, val); replaces value at given 
index 

 M.values() collection of  all values in map 

L.size() number of  elements in 
the list 

 M.size() returns number of  pairs in map 

L.toString() string representation of  
list 
such as "[10, -2, 
43]" 

 M.toString() returns a string representation 
such as "{a=b, c=d, e=f}" 

	
	

// collection is a HashMap key/value set, array, or ArrayList 
for (type name : collection) { ... 
	

Interactors	(A&S	10.5-10.6)	
  JButton button = new JButton(“Click me!”); 

new JButton(“text”)  button displaying the given text 
addActionListeners()  sets up program to hear action events on all added buttons 
new JLabel(“text”)   label displaying the given text 
new JTextField(width)  text field with the given width (in characters) 
textField.addActionListener(this)  sets up program to hear an action event when ENTER key typed 
.getText(), .setText(text)  get/set the text being displayed in the button/label/text field 
add(component, region) adds the given interactor in the given window region (e.g. SOUTH) 
.setActionCommand(“text”),  
.getActionCommand() 

gets/sets the action command associated with an interactor. 
 
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent event) { ... 

e.getActionCommand() action command of  the triggered interactor (e.g. text of  clicked button) 
e.getSource() the triggered component/interactor itself 

	


